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their former alliance with the Romans and the Persians.
In Asia Minor there appear at first three large military
districts which were called after the Themata (Themes), i.e.
the army corps settled there: the Anatolikon, the army of the
Orient, the Opsikion (Obsequium^ the troops of the former
Magistri militum praesentales\ and the Armeniakon, the
Armenian army. Their governors, the Strategoi^ or, in the
case of the Opsikion division, the Comes, may therefore be
regarded as the successors of the former Magistri, masters of
foot and horse. The picked troops from all divisions of the
army, however, were established in separate districts which
appear later (when the themes were split up) as independent
themes; thus the buccellarii and the optimates were separated
from the Opsikion, the Thrakesioi (Thracians) from the
Anatolikon, while the foederati> who were also grouped
together in one district, always remained with the Anatoltkon*
It is npt certain when this organization spread to Europe,
but, since the themes of Thrace and Macedonia were
assigned to the Eastern group, we may conclude that these
two themes were created at an earlier date than that of the
other Western themes. For in the final arrangement of the
system of themes the Eastern themes always had precedence,
originally doubtless owing to their earlier formation, and
later on owing to their brilliant defence of Asia Minor
against the Arabs. Themes which were established later
were given geographical names.
The distribution of the military forces of the Empire was
based on this organization into themes and these later
developed into military and administrative provinces. Each
province supplied one Thema (army corps, if we wish to
introduce modern terms). The Thema was divided accord-
ing to its size into two or three turmai^ each under a turmarch,
who was divisional commander as well as being administrator
of one section of the province. The rest of the military
scheme is not quite clear and was constantly changing, owing
to the different sizes of the themes. The sixth-century
division of army corps into turmai (divisions), moirai
(brigades), and tagmata (regiments) continued, as is proved
by the names turmai^ moirai, and banda* The bandon was so
called after the Germanic word for a banner. In Philotheus's

